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ABSTRACT

We evaluate methods to visualize human retinal micro-circulation in vivo by standard intensity-based optical coherence tomography (OCT), speckle-variance optical coherence tomography (svOCT), and phase-variance optical coherence tomography (pvOCT). En face projection views created from the same volumetric data set of the human retina using all three data processing methods are created and compared. Additionally we used support vector machine (SVM) based semi-automatic segmentation to generate en face projection views of individual retinal layers. The layers include: first, the whole inner retina (from the nerve fiber layer to the outer nuclear layer), and second, from the ganglion cell layer to the outer nuclear layer. Finally, we compare the retinal vasculature images processed from the three OCT techniques and fluorescein angiography (FA).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Vasculature imaging in the retina is routinely used to diagnose retinal vascular diseases and to monitor treatment progress in clinical settings. Currently, fundus fluorescein angiography (FA) is the most widely used technique and also considered a gold standard for visualization of the retinal vasculature. Several methods implementing optical coherence tomography (OCT) [1,2] for imaging and visualization of retinal perfusion maps have been implemented. These include Doppler OCT [3-5], optical micro-angiography [6], joint spectral and time-domain optical coherence tomography [7] and dual-beam Doppler OCT [8,9]. Phase-variance OCT (pvOCT) [10,11] used in this study produces high contrast microcirculation imaging of the retina of healthy and diseased subjects within just a few seconds of acquisition time.

In addition to Doppler and phase-based methods used to visualize retinal perfusion maps, the parafoveal capillary network reconstructed from standard OCT intensity images was presented with a fractal dimension analysis [12]. Unlike phase processing methods including Doppler and phase-variance OCT, intensity-based methods allow simple acquisition and post-processing as well as fewer artifacts from sample motion and vessel shadows in the axial direction.

In this manuscript, we evaluate three OCT-based retinal vasculature imaging techniques used to enhance contrast, intensity-based averaging, speckle-variance, and phase-variance methods. In vivo human retinal OCT data are acquired at different retinal regions. A segmented volumetric data set is used to allow projection views of retinal perfusion from selected retinal layers.

2. METHODS

2.1 Experimental system, image acquisition and processing
A detailed description of the experimental system is published elsewhere [11]. In short, we use a custom-built Fourier-domain OCT (Fd-OCT) system with a superluminescent diode (Superlum Ltd.) centered at 855nm and full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 75nm. The axial and lateral resolution of the system are ~4.5μm and ~15μm in the retina, respectively. The imaging beam power of the pupil is approximately 700μW. A custom-built spectrometer employs a CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) detector (spL4096-140km, Basler) operating at 125,000 lines/s using 2048 pixels. The spacing between consecutive A-scans and BM-scans for the 1.5x1.5mm² scanning scheme used for the data presented in this manuscript was 4μm.

Scanning protocols are based upon a series of BM-scans acquired across the fovea, with each BM-scan consisting of three cross-sectional images (B-scans) acquired in succession over the same scanning position (BM-scan). Two volumetric OCT data sets (1.5x1.5mm²) were acquired from a healthy volunteer. The average intensity images, speckle-variance image processing [14], as well as phase-variance image processing [11] are calculated from each BM-scan as described by following equations.

\[
\text{Intensity Averaging} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} I_i(x, z)
\]

\[
\text{Speckle Variance} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ I_i(x, z) - \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} I_i(x, z) \right]^2
\]

\[
\text{Phase Variance} = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \left[ \Delta\varphi_i(x, z) - \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \Delta\varphi_i(x, z) \right]^2
\]

Here, \( I_i(x, z) \) is the OCT intensity of the same location between consecutive B-scans in the B-scans at lateral location \( x \), depth position \( z \), and \( i \) is an index of the \( i \)-th B-scan within one BM-scan. \( \Delta\varphi_i(x, z) \) is the phase difference between two consecutive B-scans.

A semi-automatic segmentation procedure [13] was implemented to separate the inner retina, from the nerve fiber layer (NFL) to the outer nuclear layer (ONL), on the volumetric data set. These data were processed by three different image-processing methods. Maximum intensity projection of the segmented data sets generates a gray-scale perfusion map of the inner retinal vessels. In the superficial retina, there is the NFL, the hyper-reflecting intensity signal region of OCT, which causes production of low-contrast vasculature imaging with the intensity-based processing methods. Thus, in order to separate the NFL from the other inner retinal layers, the semi-automatic segmentation program, implementing a support vector machine (SVM) algorithm [13], is used to generate two volumetric retinal layers, one from the NFL to the ONL and one from the ganglion cell layer (GCL) to the ONL. Figure 1 shows the result of the segmentation of the human inner retinal layers from a healthy volunteer. Figure 1 (a) shows an average intensity image composed of three successive B-scans from a single BM-scan. The size of the lateral scan is 1.5mm. The green-colored area of Figure 1 (b) indicates the segmented layers, from the GCL to the ONL.
En face projection of OCT data sets generated by the intensity averaging, the speckle-variance, and the phase-variance methods produce a two-dimensional (2D) vasculature map. Furthermore, the fundus FA image of the same subject is used to analyze 2D perfusion maps showing inner retinal vasculature.

3. RESULTS

The fundus FA photo of this subject’s left eye is shown in Figure 2 (a), magnified in the foveal region. The image size is 1.5 x 1.5mm² and was acquired with the Heidelberg Spectralis (HRA+OCT). Two-dimensional projection images generated by averaged intensity projection of the whole inner retina and the inner retina without the NFL are presented in Figure 2 (b) and (c), respectively. The perfusion map of Figure 2 (c), after removing the NFL, shows an enhanced-contrast of the vascular network compared to Figure 2 (b). Note that the bright spot (marked as red dotted circle) in the center of the FAZ in Figure 2 (b) and (c) is a back-reflection signal from the central fovea. Figure 2 (d) and (e) demonstrate the en face projection view achieved by the speckle-variance method segmented for the whole inner retina and the inner retina without the NFL, respectively. These two images, with and without the NFL, exhibit an almost identical perfusion map because of weak speckle-variance signal from the thin NFL. In addition, the images from the speckle-variance method demonstrate similar results of the projection view of the whole inner retina for phase-variance OCT shown in Figure 2 (f) excluding vertical stripes (marked as red arrows) at Figure 2 (d) and (e). This is because the phase-variance method allows removal of bulk motion artifacts unlike the speckle-variance method. All the reconstructed images correlate with the zoomed FA image shown in Figure 2 (a) with varying contrast of the capillaries.
Figure 2. Retinal perfusion network of the foveal region, 1.5x1.5mm$^2$ area reconstructed from the same subject as Figure 1. (a) Fundus FA. (b) En face projection of OCT intensity average segmented from the NFL to the ONL, and (c) segmented from the GCL to the ONL. (d) En face speckle-variance images from the NFL to the ONL, and (e) from the GCL to the ONL. Red arrows mark position of bulk motions during acquisition. (f) En face visualization of pvOCT processed over the inner retina [15]. Scale bar: 300μm.

Figure 3 shows similar analyses of the OCT volumetric data sets acquired at approximately 8 degree nasal and 8 degree inferior retinal eccentricity. Note that en face projection of averaged OCT intensity cannot provide high-contrast for microcapillaries (diameter of 5–15μm) in this region. The larger diameter of capillaries located at the border between the NFL and GCL are present in both images of Figure 3 (b) and (c). Comparing between Figure 3 (d) and (f), the speckle-variance values from small capillaries are not sufficient to permit visualization of microcirculation in the whole inner retinal layers. One reason is that the svOCT has strong variance values from the thick bright NFL. In the thick hyper-scattering layer, not all the variance values are from the vasculature as shown in Figure 3 (b). Moreover, the method acquires weak variance values from microcapillaries underneath the bulky NFL due to the degraded OCT intensity signal of the microcapillaries in Figure 4 (a). This may cause only small OCT intensity differences between the inner retinal structures and capillaries in Figure 4 (b), resulting in loss of speckle-variance values. As a consequence, en face projection view generated from svOCT from the inner retina without NFL has missing small capillaries in the bottom part of Figure 3 (e). However, phase-variance OCT, in Figure 4 (c), shows microcirculation information as well as larger diameter vessels without this drawback as shown in Figure 3 (f).
Figure 3. Retinal vascular network acquired at approximately 8 degree nasal and inferior retinal eccentricity (1.5x1.5mm²) and taken from the same subject as Figures 1 and 2. (a) Fundus FA. (b) En face average OCT intensity projection from the inner retina, and (c) from the inner retina without NFL. (d) En face maximum intensity projection from the inner retina using speckle-variance OCT, and (e) en face maximum intensity projection from the inner retina without NFL using speckle-variance OCT. (f) En face maximum intensity projection from the inner retina using pvOCT [11]. Scale bar: 300μm.

Figure 4. OCT retinal images from a single BM-scan (three B-scans at the same position). The processed images were acquired at the last B-scan of the volumetric data (1.5x1.5mm²) used in Figure 3. (a) Average intensity image. (b) Speckle-variance image. (c) Phase-variance image. Scale bar: 300μm.
CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrate en face visualization of capillary network of the human fovea and the retina near the optic nerve head using OCT intensity averaging, speckle-variance OCT, and phase-variance OCT. The OCT intensity averaging method produces low-contrast images of the vascular network due to the bright NFL and inner retinal structures. The svOCT demonstrates similar perfusion maps with FA and pvOCT scanned over the central foveal region. However, speckle-variance values from the microcapillaries in the NFL and below the thick NFL are not dominant enough to allow reliable visualization of microcirculation. Unlike the OCT intensity-based processing methods, the pvOCT visualizes microcapillaries and larger vessels from the OCT scanned volumes without these limitations.
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